
 

Key Questions to Verify Your Legislation Supplier 

Selecting a trustworthy legislation supplier is crucial for individuals, businesses, and organizations that rely on 
accurate and up-to-date legal information. With numerous suppliers available in the market, it becomes essential 
to establish the credibility and reliability of your chosen provider. One effective way to do this is by asking 
pertinent questions that address critical aspects of their service. In this article, we will explore the key questions 
you should ask to verify your legislation supplier and ensure you are obtaining the best possible legal resources. 

1. Do they have a Government authorization number? 

One of the primary indicators of a reputable legislation supplier is the possession of an authorization number. This 
number is typically issued by relevant legal authorities and serves as proof that the supplier operates within legal 
guidelines. By asking this question, you can determine if the supplier is recognized and authorized to provide 
legislation materials. 

2. Can they provide proof of their authorization number? 

While simply claiming to have an authorization number may not be sufficient, asking for proof adds an extra layer 
of assurance. A reliable legislation supplier should readily provide documentation or verifiable information that 
substantiates their claim. Verifying the authenticity of their authorization number helps establish their credibility 
and ensures you are dealing with a legitimate supplier. All printed legislation must clearly display this 
authorization number. 

3. Is the legislation current and up-to-date? 

Legislation is subject to regular updates and amendments, and it is crucial to have access to the most current and 
accurate information. A trustworthy legislation supplier will prioritize providing up-to-date legislation materials, 
ensuring that you have the latest legal knowledge at your disposal. By asking this question, you can confirm that 
the supplier is committed to keeping their resources current. Legislation should undergo annual updates and 
display the watermark of the current year.  

4. Do they supply extra legislation at no charge? 

Some legislation suppliers go the extra mile by offering additional legal resources at no extra cost. This can include 
supplementary materials, such as explanatory notes, case studies, or practical guides that enhance your 
understanding of the law. Inquiring about the availability of these additional resources demonstrates the supplier's 
commitment to providing comprehensive support to their clients. 

5. Do they supply e-legals free of charge? 

In today's digital age, access to electronic versions of legislation is highly valuable. Many legislation suppliers offer 
e-legals, which are electronic copies of legal documents, for easier and faster access. It is worth inquiring if your 
supplier provides e-legals free of charge, as this can save you significant time and money in obtaining and 
managing legal resources. 

Conclusion: 

Verifying your legislation supplier is a crucial step in ensuring the reliability and accuracy of the legal information 
you rely upon. By asking pertinent questions such as verifying their authorization number, requesting proof, 
confirming the currency of legislation, and inquiring about additional resources and e-legals, you can make an 
informed decision about your chosen supplier. Remember, it is essential to trust and have confidence in the 
legislation materials you utilize, as they play a vital role in guiding your legal decisions and actions. 


